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editing software enables you to work with videos on a professional level. With this software, you can
easily create videos with the help of some advanced features. Furthermore, this tool allows you to
use some paid features for free. It supports various video files like MP4, WAV, FLV, WMV, AVI, MOV,
MP3, AAC, and MP2. Lightworks 12.5 is an advanced editing software. The latest version of it is now
on the Internet that users can download it for free. This is the best tool for video editing, merging,
and using effects. It is a simple user interface that allows you to create professional videos in no
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lightworks 2012 free best lightworks editor programsQ:
fullpage.js: how to scroll a different section than scrollToSlide?

I've just found fullpage.js, and it looks like a complete
candidate for a scrolling page with a set of slides. However,
I've already a problem with how to scroll to a certain slide in

the right section of the page. Using scrollToSlide, or scrollTo on
an element, work, but will only scroll to one slide, and doesn't
play well with sections. Slide1 ... JS to scroll the page to slide1:

$('#fullpage').fullpage({ anchors: ["slide1"], scrollToSlide:
"slide1" }); This code works fine, but if I do the same, but in a
different section: Slide2 I get an infinite scroll effect. Any idea
of how to scroll to the right slide in a different section using
the plugin? A: Fullpage uses the anchor property to define
sections. E.g. anchors: [ "slide1", "slide2" ]. It seems that

jQuery Mobile uses anchor to scroll directly to the different
sections. So you will need the following for scrolling your

sections: 1) Set the main container id to fullpage
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